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I'm not really interested here in the legal definitions of
what constitutes pornography; but in definitions that
come into play when material deemed 'pornographic'
appears in the public domain, in places like an art gallery
What is interesting, for instance, is that the discussion in
defence of the work of American photographer Robert
Mapplethorpe, when it was deemed to be obscene, and
therefore illegal, almost entirely rested on his work
conforming to the classical ideals of 'high art'. And it's not
incorrect to speak about his work in these terms: "It is
without incident or anecdote that these flowers, like these
unaroused genitals, are presented: not as dramatic power
but as lyric potentiality· as what Valery, speaking of the
effect of light upon the sea, calls 'a mass of calm and
viSIble reserve."'l What I find amusmg is that
Mapplethorpe's photograph of a man's anus being
penetrated by another man's fist and arm can be made to
conform to the same explanation, one that seems to be
based solely on aesthetic values.
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I've saId it before, I'll say it again. What is going on with MatteI? I'm
all for protecting trademarks, copyrights, patents, etc. etc. etc. But
surely Mattel must realise that their actions of late have made them
look ... petty, at best. [sic] So why is Mattel so worried? I can anly
presume tfwt in an effort to protect their #1 selling toy, they've lost
track of reality. Our very nation was built upon the bedrock offree
speech. Parody, and the re-distribution of information are all apart of
that. Napier, Nissan and Aqua are guilty of nothing more tfwn a
little bit of satire ... Mattel needs to lighten up, take amoment for a
reality check, and remember that when you're #1, you're abig target.
Be flattered. After all, we don't hear anyone smging abollt Cindy.
now do we?15
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happened most famously wIth Star Trek. IJ In short, cult popularity
can be an alternative route to the canon, beyond the academy.

As well as shutting down sites to whICh they object, Mattel has
appeared to shortcut queer takes by nonnalizing their dolls'
images. To this end the 'new' Barbie prerruered to much publicity
m 1998 can be read. The changed body shape, smaller breasts,
wider waists, now widely lauded as a healthy move towards a
more 'normal' Barbie, a rapprochement with feminist and pro
family discourses, is also unmistakably femmine. Less publicized
are the new broad rups. As noted previously the broad shoulders
and thin rups of original Barble bodies can be read as a
transvestite body. In the melting pot of 90s gender, Mattel also
seeks to embrace elements of greater plurality of sex roles. The
1997 Ken who carries his younger brother Tommy in a baby sling
]j represents a conscious attempt by Mattel to position their dolls
as socially progressive in contemporary terms, by denoting male
figures as responsible for childcare. Providing Ken with a baby
brother to look after reiterates lus integration into the heterosexual
family and therefore presumably 'straightens' him. Popular taste
and corporate anxieties work in the opposite directions. In a small
and lighthearted way the disputes over Barbie mirror anxieties
about regulating and poltcing 'correct' sexual behavlours.
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We know that Robert Mapplethorpe's work is
important and significant art. But ideally this evaluation
should not be based on its aesthetic merits alone. The
value of his work has as much to do with its political
import, its representation of particular subcultures at a
particular moment in hme, as well as the value of his own
persona, and his skilful and unique artIstic style.

The problem for me in reducing Mapplethorpe's work
to questions of aesthetics (granted, it was a fair way to
defend his work in the late 19805) is that such arguments
can be applied to a broad range of so-called pornographic
material. The formal arrangement of a page from any
adult magazine can be defended in the same way.
Pornography can (and often does) operate WIthin an
aesthetic of its own. Apart from its political significance,
its reflection of culture is valid and illummating. As the
American art writer Eleanor Heartney elegantly put it:

The pornography issue brings to the fore a basic American
uneasiness with sexuality, with non-conformIty, with the
existence of marginal groups and behaviours, with so-called
'deviant' philosophies. It encapsulates our unresolved
conflicts over the nature of liberty, democracy, SOCIal

consensus, and community."
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And while Heartney speaks from a particular place·and
moment in recent history, she signals the importance of
the representation of different forms of human expression
as a cultural and political imperative. At this point in time
mAustralia, where the cultural myth of 'traditional family
values' and the 'silent majority' appear to condition our
politics, Heartney's words are no less valid.

Here's a cursory list of artists who have made works
that deal with 'pornographic' imagery: Jean Cocteau, Man
Ray, Andy Warhol, David Hockney, Leonor FiN, lane
Eisemann, Linda Dement, Lyndal Jones, Luke Roberts,
Scott Redford, Robert Cleworth, Bill Henson, Richard
Larter, Pat Larter, Tim Johnson, Gilbert and George, Deej
Fabyc, Andres Serrano, lake and Dinos Chapman, left
Koons, Pierre et GWes, Tom of Finland, Juan Davila, Zoe
Leonard, Tracey Emin, Sarah Lucas, Marcus Harvey,
Larry ClarkJ • Depending on your definition you can
include the coded representations of sexuality in the work
of lasper lohns, Felix Gonzalez-Torres, ludy Chicago,
Georgia O'Keeffe, and even Charles Demuth. We're not
talking about anything new here. All of these artists are
interested in identity and the representation of the human
subject, they understand that sexuality is a part of identity
and they choose to deal with this in some way. These
artists reference images of sex as an indicator of
something that is beyond sex but includes it. Their work is
about individuality, difference, politics, life.

There's almost no argument to be made here. This stuff
exists. In French philosopher Gilles Deleuze's lucid and
beautiful essay 'Coldness and Cruelty', he suggests that
the work of the writers Leopold von Sacher-Masoch and
the Marquis de Sade "cannot be regarded as pornography:
it merits the more exalted title of 'pornology' because its
erotic language cannot be reduced to the elementary
functions of ordering and descIibing."~The question of
Sade is perhaps the more difficult since his descriptions
are, in a sense, more 'extreme', the content of his writing
being secondary to a kind of literary idealism. In fact, it is
rare that 'pornography' remains simply what it is when it
is re-presented via other means, that is, when it ends up
being used for other than its intended purpose. However,
the difference is rarely understood. Recently the
Australian Government re-banned Pier Paolo Pasolini's
1975 film Salo, based on Sade', The 120 Days of Sodom. That
Pasolini's film is an allegory of fascist Italy, and that it is
considered an important work of film art, is no longer an
argument for it to be accessible to adults who choose to
view it. Writing about the re-banning of the film in
February 1998 by the Australian Classification Review
Board, David MarI quoted the Review Board's report
which states that the film was banned because it contained

" ...a large number of offensive fetishes, the offence of
which was increased by the involvement of young people
who, if not clearly under 16 years, nevertheless looked like
persons under the age of 18.",

Fuelled as much by popular fears about youth sexuality
as conservative values, such censoring has real
consequences for the exhibihon of work by artists who
explore sexual issues and utilize sexual imagery. We are
still to WItness the effects of the Governmental 'crack·
down' on sexual content in the media, and the
Government's selection of the soon to be appointed new
Director of the OffIce of Film and Literature Classification.
I'll end this paragraph with a joke: "Child sexuality hasn't
been this big since Freud invented it in 1912."6

The explicit nature of some sexual imagery, for instance,
is allowed (to an extent) m the public domain because it 1S

perceived as performing an important social function. The
best examples of this utilize explicit imagery in a positive
sense. For instance, American group Gran Fury's poster
for AIDS and women depicted an erect pems with the
words "SEXISM REARS ITS UNPROTECTED HEAD /
MEN: Use Condoms Or Beat It. / AIDS KILLS WOMEN".
As Avram from the group states "It's a safe sex message
that is affirmative of sex.'"
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While explIcit sexual imagery dates back to the origins
of human visual culture, 'pornography' is a more recent
Western idea. As a distinct category of written and visual
representation, It evolved alongside the spread of print
media itself. The word 'pornography' appeared first in the
Oxford English Dictionary in 1857, and according to the
Trcsor de la fongue fmnr;ais in a treatise of 1769 titled Le

Pomographe. While the print media as a mass medium
allowed pornography to develop, the regulatory category
of pornography was invented because of the perceived
dangers of this same democratization of cultural
mformation.' Importantly, pornography has always been
linked implicitly with maSS media and popular culture

As much as pornography informs popular culture, it
inhabits the work of artists who deal With the mass media
The infamous banned Calvin Klein ad campaign of 1995
drew upon the images and ambience of the growing
industry of amateur po m. Michael Musto wrote In

Artfonllll that he conSIdered the ads "a major
breakthrough in advertising in front of which [sat in awe,
wrongly assured that we'd entered a brave new world.""
While the campaign has had a powerful intluence on
fashion advertIsmg since, its 'dirty realism' is also related
and mdebted to the work of artists including German
photogr4lpher Wolfgang Tillmans, and American
photographers Nan Goldin, Jock Sturges, Sally Mann and
Larry Clark. The style and setting of the Calvin Klein
Images, despite theIr ban, is so recognizable that, for
inst<1nce, their recuperation by Melbourne artist Brett
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Brett Valiance PiTlIl Type C photograph, 20 x 30 inch

Valance, in his recent photographs of a boy posed as in
the ads, 1S both parodic and weirdly moving.

While contemporary art continues to concern itself with
broader cultural forms, and the relationship between art
and culture becomes increasingly complex, it's important
that the political imperati\'es of expressions of difference
m culture are defended. In his essay' Abstract Eroticism',
Michael Petry states that "Fear IS born when Eros IS

released into society, for it bnngs personal and societal
change and this must be stomped out if the status quo is
to be preserved"Hl Sydney writer Jlll Bennett refers to
another political aspect of pornographic imagery, and that
its use by <lrtists is to "utilize pornography against those
who would exclude it, and in dOing so exclude 'margInal'
subjects from representation."11

Sexual imagery as a sign of posItive Identity and
difference 15 employed by artists Including Richard Larter
and Pat Larter, Scott Redford, Lyndal Jones, Mathev·,'
lones and Deej Fabyc. Even Bronwyn Platten's chocolate
vaginas cue politicized They present a sexual organ as a
fetish commodity, as a product for consumption, but they
are also subtle and poetically erotic works of art. Art isn't
an excuse for pornography, because pornography simply
eXists. Art has remained a realm within which a vast
range of ideas can be explored and tested. There are no
questions of ethics or morality In art. This starts to get
more exciting as art gets closer to life. 0
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Bill Henson Untitled 1997-8 Type C colour photograph, 90 x 127 cm Courtesy Rosiyn Oxley9 Gallery

Bronwyn Platten Un/itled 1994-8 light chocolate
Unititled 1994-8 dark chocolate
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